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Studying the relationship between culture, the arts and organization
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How are art and culture organized? 

Why and how are art, creativity and diversity important to ideas 
and practices of organization and entrepreneurship? 

How are urban creative spaces and industries
designed and experienced? 

How do digital media change the way we work and interact?
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The students 
• learn to reflexively engage with organizational and entrepreneurial practices 

in different fields and industries of arts and culture
• engage with cultural and sociological theories as critical lenses on 

contemporary organization
• study key approaches to cultural organization from the field of management and 

entrepreneurship studies
• learn to understand and shape organizational and entrepreneurial practices in 

arts and culture

The programme actively pursues an international outlook and combines fieldwork-
based education with research-based teaching.

Why study »Culture and Organization« in Lüneburg?



Theory meets practice in fieldwork-based teaching
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E-Learning course for school-teachers
+ Arabic cultures in music classes and German school system
+ teachers and school children as disseminators

 new audiences (not targeted and reached through common channels)

"Elternzeit" concerts for
babies aged 0 to 18 months
+ during the daytime 
+ care-free atmosphere 
+ response to the needs of a
target group
+ family members as potential
disseminators 

 
 

by Casalot Catering
+ sign of care for existing customers
+ new, casual possibility to get to know the
institution 

 unique selling point
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RESEARCH QUESTION AND
AIMS
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AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT
AT PIERRE BOULEZ HALL 
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AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT
STATUS QUO

Compared to literature and other concert halls the various attempts by the Pierre
Boulez Hall regarding audience development are remarkable. Already mentioned
by the employees the fields still in progress are online-communication channels and
diversity.  

 Possible solutions:

- Combination of catering, concerts and classes at different schools in Berlin for an
educational lunch break 

- Collaboration with immigrant communities e.g. Arabic community for Arabic
Music Days

- Establishment of Young Member Club and exclusive yet open events similarly to
those of art institutions

- Better utilization of social media e.g. through short, playful, interactive formats
providing behind-the-scene stories, insights into the musicians' everyday life at the
concert hall, communicate the events like the "Elternzeit-Konzerte" or eLearning
course, short conversations with the musicians before and/or after the
performances, etc.

- Alternative concert venues and formats e.g. open-air, community centres

DISCUSSION & POSSIBLE
SOLUTIONS

From our own experiences visiting classical concerts
and also working in the field, one can recognize a
specific audience, which could be described as
predominantly white with an average age of around 60
years old. While “omnivores”,  a new type of listeners
can be noticed, whose musical taste includes a lot of
different styles despite being predominantly focused on
specific genres like jazz or rock (Elvers, P., Omigie, D.,
Fuhrmann, W. & Fischinger, T., 2015), audiences for
classical music seem to be aging (Verkammen, 2017).
Questions around, how to gain new (e.g. younger and
more diverse) audiences and which methods,
formats and channels can be used by a concert hall
arouse both in practice and theory (Verkammen,
2017/Mandel, 2012/2013, Maitland, n.s.), so that the
term audience development gains importance in cultural
management. 

INTRO

This research aims to collect and reflect 
knowledge about the operations and 
considerations of the Pierre Boulez Hall in 
terms of audience development. 

Desk-Research
Theory on audience development 

Observations
Concert visit at the Pierre Boulez Hall 

Interviews 
One group interview (52:00 minutes) with Ole
Baekhoe (Director), Corinna Volke (Digitality
Development Manager), Kurt Danner (Head of
Marketing and Strategic Communications) and
two interviews (25:00 minutes and 16:00 minutes)
with Carsten Siebert (Chancellor) and Emily
Checo Rodriguez (Press and Public Relations
Manager). 

Arts council England/Johnson, Gill (2004): New audiences for the arts: The new audiences programme 1998 – 2003, London.
Elvers, P., Omigie, D., Fuhrmann, W. & Fischinger, T. (2015). Exploring the musical taste of expert listeners: musicology students reveal tendency toward omnivorous taste. Frontiers in Psychology 6, doi: 10.3389/fpsyg.2015.01252.
Maitland, H., (n: New Music: New Audiences: How do audiences engage with the arts? [online] https://www.newaud.org/sites/default/files/How%20do%20audiences%20engage%20with%20the%20arts.pdf [01.06.2022]
Mandel, B. (2008): Audience Development, Kulturmanagement, Kulturelle Bildung. Konzeptionen und Handlungsfelder der Kulturvermittlung. München: kopaed.
Mandel, B. (2011): Audience development. In: Glossar Kulturmanagement. VS
Verlag für Sozialwissenschaften, n.p.
Mandel, B. (2013/2012): Kulturvermittlung, Kulturmanagement und Audience Development als Strategien für Kulturelle Bildung. In: KULTURELLE BILDUNG ONLINE:
https://www.kubi-online.de/artikel/kulturvermittlung-kulturmanagement-audience-development-strategien-kulturelle-bildung [01.06.2022]
Mandel, B. (2013): Interkulturelles Audience Development. Zukunftsstrategien
für öffentlich geförderte Kultureinrichtungen, 1. ed., Bielefeld, p. 111-113. 
Mandel, B. (2016-17): Audience Development, Kulturelle Bildung, Kulturentwicklungsplanung, Community Building. Konzepte zur Reduzierung der sozialen Selektivität des öffentlich geförderten Kulturangebots, in: KULTURELLE BILDUNG ONLINE
https://www.kubi-online.de/artikel/audience-development-kulturelle-bildung-kulturentwicklungsplanung-community-building [01.06.2022]
Vercammen, M. (2017). Audience development for classical music performances in the Netherlands: How to attract young audiences? Erasmus University Rotterdam
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HOW IT COULD LOOK LIKE

 

„If you want to change
your audience,

you first have to change
yourself.“

 
 (Arts Council England, 2004)

Series for parental leave 

E-Learning course "Arabic music and Maqam" 

Catering  

 Digital tranformation 
+ online membership
+ social Media / Instagram
+ ticketing system 
+ multimedia project on Josquin
des Prez
+ e-learning course for visitors

 

Demography

New and old publics of listening and viewing: 
What is implemented in the sense of audience
development at the Pierre Boulez Hall and which
new strategies could be included in their audience
development concept?

"music for the thinking ear"
+ typical of classical music's
audience in Germany i.e. higher age,
education level and income
+ open to different cultures, new
impulses and experiences

METHODS02

Media Organize… the Arts
Barenboim-Said Academy / 
Pierre Boulez Hall, Berlin



Career prospects
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The programme provides theoretically advanced and practice-based knowledge of, 
and competencies for, organizing culture, communication and teamwork. It is suitable 
for students who would like to take on responsible roles in
• the cultural and creative industry, 
• in the arts, 
• in the media, 
• in the public sector,
• in urban development
• in consulting or 
• in foundations and charitable organizations.

The programme is also suited for students wanting an academic career in the 
sociology of culture, organization studies and cultural organization/arts management.
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Semester 
4

Masters Forum
5 CP

Masters Dissertation
25 CP

Semester 
3

Current debates in 
Cultural Studies

5 CP

Fields of Culture and the Arts
10 CP

Electives
5 CP

Electives
5 CP

Complementary Studies
5 CP

Semester 
2

History of cultural 
studies and its 

methodologies II
5 CP

Digital Media and Social 
Organization

10 CP

Electives
5 CP

Electives
5 CP

Complementary Studies 
5 CP

Semester 
1

History of cultural 
studies and its 

methodologies I
5 CP

Sociology of Culture
10 CP

Cultural Entrepreneurship
10 CP

Complementary Studies 
5 CP

How the Culture & Organization programme is structured



The module lays the social-theoretical foundations for the program. Students engage 
with key approaches to the sociological study of culture. They learn how the cultural 
takes shape and can be shaped on different levels. 

Through key concepts - such as body, things, power, subjects and identities - the 
module offers an overview of perspectives, questions, and methods of cultural 
sociology. It combines theoretical work on key concepts with their practical 
exploration through one of the central methods of cultural sociology: ethnography. 

Core Area (first [winter] term): The Sociological Study of Culture
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Serhat Karakayali
Professor for Migration and Mobility Studies



Core Area (first [winter] term): Cultural Entrepreneurship
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In this module, students will experience and understand common modes of creative 
organizing. Combining insights from theory with group assignments, they will 
experiment with concept development and other creative tools. 
In the second part of the module, they will gain hands-on experience developing a 
concept for a cultural event in collaboration with cultural organizations. 
Some parts of the core module are designed interdisciplinary,
in cooperation with the Master Management & Entrepreneurship. 

Leuphana University of Lüneburg

Boukje Cnossen
Professor for Business Administration, in 

particular Entrepreneurship, 
Organization, and Culture

Ellen Nathues
Postdoctoral Scholar



Core Area (second [summer] term): Digital Media and Social Organization
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This module is dedicated to the interdependence of media technologies and the 
organized world. Students study and explore how (digital) media are fundamentally 
organizational, how they shape work life and practices of cultural organization.

Students engage with key writings on the threshold of media (theory) and 
organization (theory). They engage with classic investigations of bureaucratic 
technologies as well as contemporary critiques of digital labour and conduct their own 
investigations of the nexus of technological media and social organization.

Leuphana University of Lüneburg

Lisa Conrad
Lecturer in Media, Cultural and Organization Studies

Timon Beyes
Professor of Sociology of Organization and Culture

Claus Pias
Professor for Theory and History of Media



Core Area (third [winter] term): : Fields of Culture and the Arts 
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This module is dedicated to the study of concrete processes of cultural and artistic 
production, distribution, and consumption. 

The focus is on arts and cultural organizations and genres, their structures, 
dynamics, societal contexts, and how these processes are manifested in mutually 
affecting interdependencies. 

Students conduct empirical studies of fields of culture and the arts in the real world 
of artistic organization. 

Leuphana University of Lüneburg

Volker Kirchberg
Professor for the Sociology of the Arts

Lynn Rother
Professor for Provenance Studies
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Semester 
4

Masters Forum
5 CP

Masters Dissertation
25 CP

Semester 
3

Current debates in 
Cultural Studies

5 CP

Fields of Culture and the Arts
10 CP

Electives
5 CP

Electives
5 CP

Complementary Studies
5 CP

Semester 
2

History of cultural 
studies and its 

methodologies II
5 CP

Digital Media and Social 
Organization

10 CP

Electives
5 CP

Electives
5 CP

Complementary Studies 
5 CP

Semester 
1

History of cultural 
studies and its 

methodologies I
5 CP

Sociology of Culture
10 CP

Cultural Entrepreneurship
10 CP

Complementary Studies 
5 CP

Electives  
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Electives: exemplary pathways
The electives enable students to supplement – both broaden and focus – their study of culture and organization 
by e.g. ... 
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Electives: exemplary options in the winter term 2022/23

Atmospheres of Bureaucracy

Queer+Jewish: 
exploring an intersection

The dark side of the Internet

Transforming Identities:
Passing, Hybridity and 

Becoming Minor

Strategic and Organizational 
Challenges in the Context of

Global Leadership

Kunstinterventionen im öffentlichen Raum

Die Macht (und Ohnmacht) der 
Straße: Soziale Bewegungen, 

Protest und Gewalt



Special courses in the summer term 2023 (electives)
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Organizing culture: The art museum as site of organizational change

A MOK meets C&O Seminar (St. Gallen/Lüneburg)

11.-15.04.2023, at Kunstmuseum Basel (Switzerland)

Migration, Organization and Urban Entrepreneurship

European Haniel Program on Entrepreneurship and the Humanities

30.05.-03.06.2023, in Berlin
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Semester 
4

Masters Forum
5 CP

Masters Dissertation
25 CP

Semester 
3

Current debates in 
Cultural Studies

5 CP

Fields of Culture and the Arts
10 CP

Electives
5 CP

Electives
5 CP

Complementary Studies
5 CP

Semester 
2

History of cultural 
studies and its 

methodologies II
5 CP

Digital Media and Social 
Organization

10 CP

Electives
5 CP

Electives
5 CP

Complementary Studies 
5 CP

Semester 
1

History of cultural 
studies and its 

methodologies I
5 CP

Sociology of Culture
10 CP

Cultural Entrepreneurship
10 CP

Complementary Studies 
5 CP

Field of Integration: Winter term 2022/23 
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Semester 
4

Masters Forum
5 CP

Masters Dissertation
25 CP

Semester 
3

Current debates 
in Cultural 

Studies
5 CP

Fields of Culture and the Arts
10 CP

Electives
5 CP

Electives
5 CP

Complementary
Studies 5 CP

Semester 
2

History of cultural 
studies and its 

methodologies II
5 CP

Digital Media and Social 
Organization

10 CP

Electives
5 CP

Electives
5 CP

Complementary
Studies 5 CP

Semester 
1

History of cultural 
studies and its 

methodologies I
5 CP

Sociology of Culture
10 CP

Cultural Entrepreneurship
10 CP

Complementary 
Studies 5 CP

Complementary Studies: exemplary options in the winter term 2022-23

Artificial Intelligence
Design Science Research
Developing entrepreneurial solutions in the context of the Lunatic

Issues in Feminist Philosophies
Knowing Colour

Philosophy of Social Science

and many more….
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Semester 
4

Masters Forum
5 CP

Masters Dissertation
25 CP

Semester 
3

Current debates in 
Cultural Studies

5 CP

Fields of Culture and the Arts
10 CP

Electives
5 CP

Electives
5 CP

Complementary Studies
5 CP

Semester 
2

History of cultural 
studies and its 

methodologies II
5 CP

Digital Media and Social 
Organization

10 CP

Electives
5 CP

Electives
5 CP

Complementary Studies 
5 CP

Semester 
1

History of cultural 
studies and its 

methodologies I
5 CP

Sociology of Culture
10 CP

Cultural Entrepreneurship
10 CP

Complementary Studies 
5 CP

Masters Dissertation and Masters Forum 
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• It is possible to study abroad in an Erasmus programme at one of our
partner universities or as a free mover
• We recommend the third semester for such an exchange semester

Studying Abroad

• International Office  https://www.leuphana.de/en/services/io/study-
abroad.html
• Felicitas Seibold (Dean‘s office)
felicitas.seibold@leuphana.de

Consultation

https://www.leuphana.de/en/services/io/international-partners/faculty-of-humanities-social-sciences.html
https://www.leuphana.de/en/services/io/study-abroad.html
https://www.leuphana.de/en/services/io/study-abroad.html
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More Information / How to Apply

General Information https://www.leuphana.de/en/graduate-school/master/course-
offerings/cultural-studies-culture-and-organization.html

How to apply?

https://www.leuphana.de/en/graduate-school/masters-
application.html

https://www.leuphana.de/en/graduate-school/student-
counselling.html

Studying abroad / exchange programs

• International Office  https://www.leuphana.de/en/services/io/study-
abroad.html

• Felicitas Seibold (Dean‘s office): itas.seibold@leuphana.de

Contact 
(Martina Bossi, student assistant) 

cultureandorganization@leuphana.de 

https://www.leuphana.de/en/graduate-school/master/course-offerings/cultural-studies-culture-and-organization.html
https://www.leuphana.de/en/graduate-school/master/course-offerings/cultural-studies-culture-and-organization.html
https://www.leuphana.de/en/graduate-school/masters-application.html
https://www.leuphana.de/en/graduate-school/masters-application.html
https://www.leuphana.de/en/graduate-school/student-counselling.html
https://www.leuphana.de/en/graduate-school/student-counselling.html
https://www.leuphana.de/en/services/io/study-abroad.html
https://www.leuphana.de/en/services/io/study-abroad.html

